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Iron Losses to	improve the	Accuracy
of	Simulations	of	Energy Conversion	Devices
Main	Difficulty:
Modelling the	Hysteresis effect:→ very	complex non-linear and	irreversible phenomenon
This	paper:
1. Focuses on	an	Energy-Based HysteresisModel,
2. Compares	two types	of	implementation in	terms of	Efficiency and	Accuracy,






• Differential or	Variational Approaches
• Direct	or	Inverse	Forms








§ Based on	Thermodynamic Principles
§ Dissipation≈ Dry	friction	in	mechanics









Magnetic	Field	𝒉													 ⟷ Forceℎ' - reversible partℎ( - irreversible part





PDE	coming from Thermodynamic Principles:
• 𝑱 = ∑ 𝑱𝒌4 	 :	Magnetic Polarization [𝑇]
• 𝒉 :	Magnetic Field	[𝐴/𝑚]	
• 𝑢4 :	Stored Magnetic Endergy Density 𝐽/𝑚= (Reversible component)
• 𝜅4 :	Pinning Field	[𝐴/𝑚] (Irreversible component)












• F.	Henrotte,	A.	Nicolet,	K.	Hameyer,	“An	energy-basedvector hysteresis model	for	ferromagneticmaterials,”	
COMPEL,	vol.	25,	no.	1,	pp.	71–80,	2006.









Approximation:	𝐽4̇ ∥ ℎ'4̇àApproximated explicit solution	of	the	PDE	(*)
§ Variational Approach (VAR):	
Borrows from the	theory of	plasticity a	variational formulation	









































Φ[◦] - Phase shifting between hx and hy excitation fields
Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) between














The	VariationalApproach ismuch slower (at	least	700	times	!!!).	
The	Differential one	gives similar results in	much less time.	











hmax [A/m] - Magnitude of the Magnetic Field imposed
Computational Time Ratios
(Divided by the Diﬀerential Approach Computational time)
Diﬀerential Approach
Variational Approach with SD + Brent
Variational Approach with CG + Brent
Variational Approach with SD
1











hmax = 100A/m and Φ = 20◦ (dashed line)













o Newton-Raphsonwith analytical Jacobian (NRana)
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Φ(◦) - Phase shifting between hx and hy excitation fields
Computational Time Ratios (Inverse on Direct Forms) (Log Scale)
Diﬀerential (dotted) and Variational (solid) Approaches
××




















Inclusion	in	Finite Element Environment (Gmsh/GetDP)
T-Joint	(magnetostatic𝜙-formulation)	[Direct	Model]
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1Very Good	Agreement	for	the	Global	Quantities from the	VAR	and	DIFF	Approaches
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Energy-Based HysteresisModel




produce outputs	that are	also very similar.	





















































Inclusion	in	Finite Element Environment (Gmsh/GetDP)
T-Joint	(magnetostatic𝜙-formulation)	[Direct	Model]
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produce outputs	that are	also very similar.	
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Inclusion	in	Finite Element Environment (Gmsh/GetDP)
T-Joint	(magnetodynamic h − 𝜙-formulation)	[Direct	Model]
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Eddy	Current Effects are	nowtaken into account
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Inclusion	in	Finite Element Environment (Gmsh/GetDP)
T-Joint	(magnetodynamic h − 𝜙-formulation)	[Direct	Model]
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Same global	evolution behaviour for	VAR	&	DIFF	





• DIFF	is much faster than VAR
• Both give similar results in	most cases
• Inversion	of	DIFF	is more	complicated
Whitin a	FE	context:
• The	overal computational gain	of	DIFF	is less marked
• Results from both approaches were very similar locally and	globally
(Correspondance	was a	bit	less good	for	the	magnetodynamic case)
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• Investigate the	differential approach without simplification
• Consider anisotropy and	magnetostriction
• Extend to	3D	test	cases
• Compare	simulations	with measurements in	real	practical cases
• Clarifying the	parameters identification	strategy
• …
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